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MATRIX SCALAR FACTOR 
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INTRODUCTION 
In Part I the problem of control and numerical stability of computation of the 
best linear unbiased estimation of the regression parameters was considered. The 
aim of this part is to solve an analogous problem in estimation of an unknown 
covariance matrix scalar factor. 
Let us have the general regression model (Y„ 1 ? X„>m/?w?1, o-
2V„n) (see Part I). Let 
the random vector Y have a normal distribution. In this case we can obtain the 
unbiased estimation of the unknown parameter o2 in several different ways. 
a) In the "PANDORA-BOX" matrix 
« a oxHc; ii) 
it holds that 
(2) d\ = . - Y ' d Y = — — Y ' C J 
W R(V : X) - R(X) TrVC, 
is an unbiased estimation of a2 . R(V \ X) is the rank of the matrix (V \ X), Tr VC t 
is the trace of the matrix VCX (The proof see in [2] p. 298 and p. 294.) 
b) If (X')~(V) is an arbitrary minimum V-seminorm j-inverse of the matrix X' 
(transpose of the matrix X), V~ is an arbitrary choice of the a-inverse of V then 
( 3 ) ** = R(V:X)-R(XJ
(Y " X[{X%^' Y ) ' V ~ ( Y " Xt(X')™(v,] ' Y) 
is an unbiased estimation of a2 (see [3], p. 149). 
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c) The general model (Y, X/?, o2V) can be transformed into a regular one 
(Y t = F'(I - X(N'X)~ N') Y, Py, o
2l), where N is a matrix of order n x (n ~ R)(X) 
with rank n - R(X), so that X'Z = 0 holds, V = JJ' (i.e. R(V) = R(J) and J is 
of order n x R(V)) and F' = ( J ' J ) - 1 J'. P is a matrix of full rank (for details see 
Part I), If the dimension of the vector Yx fulfils dim Yt > dim y, then 
(4) o\ = — 1 - (Y. - P?)' (Y. - Pj>) = 
dim YJL — dim y 
( Y . - P - ) ' ( Y . - P , ) , 
dim Y^ — dim y 7 
where 7 = P'Y1? is an unbiased estimation of o
2 (see [3], p. 141). 
d) If /? is the solution of the consistent system of normal equations 
(5). X'MXj§ = X'MY 
where 
M - (V + XUX')" + K , 
(6) R(X'MX) = R(X'), /i(V : X) = /i(V + XUX') = /i(V + XU'X') , 
VK'X = 0 , X'KX = 0 , 
then the BLUE (p ' £T of any estimable function p'jS is p'j§ (see [1] and [4]), /i(V \ X) 
is the vector space spanned by the columns of the matrix (V • X). Here a natural 
question arises, what are the necessary and sufficient conditions for the matrices U 
and K in order that 
(7) ^ ° R ( v ; x ) ' - R ( x j
( Y - X f l , M ( Y - X < i ) 
might be a suitable unbiased estimation of o2. 
Namely, the estimations (2), (3) and (4) are always unbiased and (7) is unbiased 
under some additional assumptions on the matrices U and K. From the view point 
of checking and numerical stability of computation procedures, a serious question 
is if and when these estimations are identical in almost every realization (see Part I). 
We shall show that (2), (3) and (4) are identical in almost every realization and the 
necessary and sufficient conditions that (7) is the same unbiased estimation of o2 
in almost every realization as (2), (3) and (4) are (6) and Z'V(K + K') VZ = 0, 
where Z is a matrix of order n x (n — R(X)) with rank n — R(X), such that X'Z = 0 
holds. 
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THEOREMS ON EQUIVALENCE 
Lemma 1. In the regression model (£, Ad, G2I), where the random vector £ has 
a normal distribution with the mean value E(£) = A3 and the covariance matrix 
o2h 
r ( I - A(A'A)- A')i 
dim X ~ R(A) 
is an unbiased estimation of a2, it /tas (G2/(dim £ — R(A)) %2 distribution with 
dim C — R(A) degrees of freedom and does not depend on the choice of (A'A)~. 
The p r o o f is in [3] p. 142 and Lemma 2.2.6. 
Let us have the general model (Y, Xfi, G2V). If we take an arbitrary but fixed 
(N'X)~, then the random vector Yx = F'(I - X(N'X)" N') Y has a normal distribu-
tion with the mean value PAQ'77, rj e Mm. P, A and Q are matrices of full rank satis-
fying 
F'X(I - (N'X)" N'X) = P A Q ' , 
P'P = Q'Q = I, A is a diagonal matrix (see Part I). The covariance matrix of the 
vector Yr is <r
2I. Lemma 1 implies that the random variable 
(8) * ' 
dim Y І - R(F'X(I - (N'X)~ N'X)) 
. Y;{I - PЛQ'[(PЛQ') ' (PЛQ)] QЛP'} Y І 
1 
Yi I - PP' Y, 
dim Y1 - R(F'X(I - (N'X)" N'X)) 
is an unbiased estimation of a2 and has(l/(dim Yt - R(F'X(I - (N'X)"" N'X))))x
2 
distribution. 
Lemma 2. For 
fi = {(N'X)~ N' + (I - (N'X)- N ' X ) Q A - 1 P ' F ' ( I - X(N'X)~ N')} Y 
it holds with probability 1: 
min (F'Y - F'Xj?)' ( F Y - F'XjS) = (Y - Xj8)' FF'(Y - XjS) . 
p:N'Xp = N'Y 
Proof. First we shall show that fi and a suitable 1 solve the equations 
(9) X'FF'X/3 + X'N2 = X'FF'Y 
N'X/i = N ' Y . 
From Lemma 1 Part I we see that it holds Y = Xa + Vb, a e &m, b e 0ln with 
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probability 1. From the proof of Lemma 4 in Part I we conclude that 
(N'X)~ N' + (I - (N'X)"" N 'X)QA~ 1 PT ' ( I - X(N'X)~ N') 
is one choice of [(X')~ (V)]' and we easily see that p solves the second equation in (9). 
Further, 
X'FFX/J + X'NA = 
= XTF'X{(N'X)- N' + (I - (N'X)" N ' X ) Q A - 1 P T ' ( I - X(N'X)~ N')} . 
.(Xa + Vb) + X'NA = X'FF'Xa + XTF'X(I - (N'X)~ N'X)QA-'1P'F'Vb + 
+ X'NA = XTF 'Y - XT(F ' - F'X(I - (N'X)"* N'X) Q A ^ P ' F ' ) Vb + 
+ X'NA = XTF 'Y - XT(I - PAQ'QA _ 1 P' )F 'Vb + X'NA = XTF 'Y -
- XT(I - P P ) F'Vb + X'NA . 
From the equation 
(I - (N'X)" N'X)' XT(I - P P ) F'V = QAP'(I - PP') F'V = 0 
we see that 
(10) /i(XT(I - PP') F'V) = ,*(XTF'[I - X(I - (N'X)"' N'X)QA- 1PT']V)c= 
ci Ker{(l - (N'X)" N'X)'} = ju(X'N), 
where 
Ker{(l - (N'X)" N'X)'} = {y : (I - (N'X)" N'X)' y = 0} . 
The relation (10) shows that to every b e f n there exists a l e ^"~R ( V ) such that the 
equation X'FF'X/? + X'NA = XTF 'Y holds. Therefore p and I are solutions of (9). 
Let now p* be an arbitrary vector such that N'X/?* = N'Y is true. Then 
(Y - XP*)1 FF'(Y - XP*) - (Y - XP)' FF'(Y - Xfi) = 
= -2(p*/ X T F ' Y + (/J*)' X'FFXjff* + 2 / r X T F Y - jS'XTFXjS = 
= -2(/?*) 'XTF'Y + ($*)' X'FF'XA* + jS'XTF'XjS + 
+ 2(p*)' X'NA = (p* - p)' X'FF'X(P* - p) ^ 0 . 
The proof is complete. 
Lemma 3. For an arbitrary choice of V" and (X'm(V)) it holds with probability 1: 
(Y - XjB)' F F ( Y - XP) = (Y - XP)' V~(Y - Xp) = 
= (Y - X[(X')m"(V)]' Y)' V"(Y - X[(X')M"(V)]' Y) . 
Proof. According to Lemma 1, Lemma 4 and Theorem 1 in Part I 
Y - Xj3 = Xa + Vb - X[(X'); ( V )] ' (Xa + Vb) = (I - X[(X% ( V )] ') Vb 
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with probability 1, and this equation does not depend on the choice of (X')m(V). 
Hence an arbitrary matrix (X')m(V) fulfils 
(11) (Y - X[(X')-(V)]' Y)' V"(Y - X[(X')-(V)]' Y) = (Y - Xfi' V~(Y - Xfi). 
But Y — Xft e p(Y) with probability 1 and (11) does not depend on the choice of V". 
One choice of V" is FF' and the proof is complete. 
Lemma 4. 
min (F'Y - F'Xfi)' (FY - FX/S) = 
/?:N'X0 = N'Y 
= Y;{I - PAQ'(QAP'PAQ')- QAP'} Yt = Yi{l - PP'} Yx . 
Proof. According to [3] p. 24 we have ; 
min (FY - F'X/?)' (FY - FXj8) = 
/?.N'X£ = N'Y 
= min (F'Y - F'X[(N'X)~ N'Y + (I - (N'X)" N'X) S])' (F'Y -
- F'X[(N'X)" N'Y + (I - (N'X)" N'X)5]) -
= min (F'(I - X(N'X)" N') Y - FAQ'S)' (F'(I - X(N'X)" N') Y - FAQ'S) = 
3 
= (Y, - PAQ'(PAQ'),7„ Y,)'(Y, - PAQ'(PAQ')-T) Y,) = 
= {(I - PAQ'(QAP'PAQ')" QAP') Y,} ' . 
. {(I - PAQ'(QAP'PAQ')- QAP) Y,} = 
= Y'{I - PAQ'(QAP'PAQ')- QAP'} y , 
from the definition of the least-squares inverses (PAQ')((I) and their properties (see 
[2] (lc. 5.3)). The proof is complete. 
Lemma 5. 
R(V) - R(FX(I - (N'X)" N'X)) = R(V \ X) - R(X). 
Proof. It is easy to see (e.g. (l.b 6) in [2]) that 
R(FX(I - (N'X)" N'X)) = R ( U J X ) ~ R ( N ' X ) = 
= R(X) - R(N'X) = R(X) - R ( X ) + R(V) = 
= R(X) - R(V ; X) + R(V) 
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and we have 
R(V) - R(N'X(I - (F'X)~ tf'X)) ^ R ( v : X) - R(X), 
The lemma is proved. 
We have 
dim 7 = R(F'X(I - (N'X)" N ' X ) ) 
for y in c) which yields the following result: 
СогоНагу 1. 
1 
R(V ; X) - R(X) 
1 
dim Yj - R(F'X(I - (N'X)" N'X)) 
(Y - x[(x); ( V )]' Y)' V ( Y - x[(x); ( V )]' Y) = 
Yi{l - PAQ'(QAPTAQ')- QAP'} Y t = 
- i — — Y; (l - PF) Y. = ů 
dim Y t — dim y 
holds with probability 1. 
The corollary is evident if we mention that 
(QAP'PAQ')" = (QAAQ')~ = Q A ^ A ^ Q ' . 
Lemma 6. If C x is defined in (l), then 
(Y - X[(X')~ ( V )] ' Y)' V-(Y - X[(X') ; ( V ) ] ' Y) = Y ' Q Y 
is true with probability 1. 
The p r o o f follows from the properties of the matrix (1), see [2] 4i. 
Corollary 2. It is true that 
A 2 A 2 A 2 A ? 
d\ = o\ = a\ = a2 
with probability 1 and we proved the equivalence of estimations (2), (3) and (4) 
in realizations. 
Let us return to the problem d). We want the estimation (7) to be numerically 
equivalent with the estimations (2), (3) and (4) with probability 1. 
Lemma 7. An arbitrary matrix U with 
/i(V + XUX') = /i(V + XU'X') » ji(V : X) 
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satisfies the relation 
(Y - X[(X')m(V)]' Y)' V"(Y - X[(X')m(V)]' Y) = 
= (Y - X[(X)m ( V )] ' Y)' (V + XUX')- (Y - X[(X)m ( V )] ' Y) 
for any choice Of(V + XUX')~ with probability 1. 
The p r o o f is easily obtained (if we notice that Y = Xa + Vb = (V + X U X ) u 
with probability 1) from the properties of (X')~(V) (see Part I). 
Lemma 8. The relation 
(Y - X[(X')m(V)]' Y)' M(Y - X[(X')m-(V)]' Y) = 
= (Y - X[(X)m ( V ) ] ' Y)' V-(Y - X[(X')m-(V)]' Y) 
holds with probability 1 iff 
(Y - X[(X)- ( V ] ' Y)' K(Y - X[(X')m(V)]' Y) = 0 , 
where M and K are defined in (6). 
The p roo f is an easy consequence of the definition of the matrix M and Lemma 7. 
As Y = Xa + Vb holds with probability 1, we get for the matrix K from Lemma 8, 
(6) and from the properties of (X')~(Y) (see Part I) the condition 
(12) b'(VKV - VKV(X')"(V) X') b = 0 
for every b e 0ln. 
In order to find a necessary and sufficient condition for the matrix K to fulfil (12) 
we need another lemma. 
Lemma 9. 
u'Au = 0 for every u iff A + A' = 0 . 
The p roo f is easy and is omitted. 
In this way we have obtained for the matrix K from (12) the n.a.s. condition 
VKV - VKV(X')m(V) X + VK'V - X[(X')m(V)]' VK'V = 0 , 
or, equivalently, 
(13) (I - X[(X')m(V)]') V(K + K') V(I - (X')m(V) X ) = 0 . 
Lemma 10. Let Z be a matrix of order n x (n — R(X)) with rank n — R(X) 
such that X'Z = 0, then 
z(z'z)-1z' = (i-(x);(V)x) 
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for any choice O/(X')m(V). 
Proof. An arbitrary element u fulfils 
Z(Z'Z)"1 Z'u = Z(Z'Z)"1 Z'(P„(Z)u + PKerZ,u) = 
= Z (Z'Z)- l Z'Zv = Zv 
where P , , ^ is the projection operator onto /.(Z). 
X'(I - (X');(V) X') = 0 implies /.(I - (*Xm X') e /i(Z) . 
R(Z) = n - R(X) } ^ ( I _ ( x 0 - x 0 _ ( z ) 
R(I-(XX<v)X') = n-R(X)j, *y ^ M V ) } ^ ^ 
and thus 
Ker Z' = Ker(I - (X')m(V) X ' ) . 
We have the identities 
(I - (X')ra(V) X')u = (I - (X')ra-(V) X')(Pp(Z)u + PKerZ,u) = 
= (I - (X')m(V) X') ZV + (I - (X');(V) X') PKeK.-tX'^^X', u = Z v , 
because of the relation X'Z = 0. The proof is complete. 
Lemma 11. The relation 
(Y - X[(X') ra(V)]' Y)' M(Y - X[(X')m(V)]' Y) = 
= (Y - X[(X')m-(V)]' Y)' V"(Y - X[(X')m(V)]' Y) 
holds with probability 1 iff 
(14) Z'V(K + K') VZ = 0 . 
Proof. From (13) and Lemma 10 we have 
Z(Z'Z)"1 Z'V(K + K') VZ(Z 'Z) ' 1 Z' = 0 , 
which is equivalent with (14). The lemma is proved. 
Corollary 3. The n.a.s. condition for p'fi to be theBLUEfor any estimable function 
p'/? and 
A2 A-2 A2 A2 A-2 
O4 ~ &3 = ®2 " 1 = " 
with probability 1, where fi is the solution 0/(5), is that (6) and (14) hold. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The aim of this part was to show the numerical equivalence of the basic estimation 
algorithms for the covariance matrix scalar factor. The main results are Corollaries 
1, 2 and 3. 
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S ú h r n 
PROBLÉM EKVIVALENCIE V LINEÁRNYCH 
REGRESNÝCH MODELOCH 
GEJZA WIMMER 
V případe všeobecného regresného modelu, tj. ak ani matica plánu, ani kovariančná 
matica náhodného vektora nie sú plnej hodnosti, existuje niekolko róznych spósobov 
určenia nevychýleného a združene efektívneho odhadu odhadnutelného lineárneho 
funkcíonálu neznámých regresných parametrov a tiež nevychýleného odhadu ne­
známého skalárneho faktora kovariančnej matice. V prvej časti práce sa ukázalo, 
že všetky dané odhady lineárneho funkcionálu sú numericky tie isté skoro iste, 
a v druhej časti sa zase ukázalo, že všetky dané odhady skalárneho faktora kova­
riančnej matice za určitých podmienok sú numericky totožné skoro iste. 
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